
 
 

Best Brands FAQs – Elite & Silver 
 
Are there case minimum requirements to be part of the Best Brands program? 

 Yes 
o Silver: 50 cases / month 
o Elite: 200 cases / month 

What will happen to existing customers that fall below the Best Brands case thresholds? 

 For continued program benefits, compliance on case minimums must be maintained. KCP will monitor 
compliance through periodic reviews. 

 Customers will be notified when compliance is not maintained for corrective action.  
What KCP products apply to the program minimums? 

 All KCP products are included, excluding Dispensers. 
Is the Best Brands program available through anyone outside of Saalfeld, R3 (Bunzl), Essendant, SP Richards, and 
Garland C. Norris? 

 No, these are the only approved master wholesalers available for the program. 
Can the wholesaler sign up new customers on the Elite program? 

 Yes, and the Associate Distributor must maintain a 200 case monthly average going forward. 

 Master seller distributor sales representatives can also receive KCP Advantage Rewards points for signing up 
new customers. 

Can a wholesale representative sign someone up on the Silver platform on their own? 

 The wholesale rep can qualify the customer but a KCP sales professional or IDS must validate the competitive 
situation and ensure the Associate qualifies and understands the rules. 

Can Associates participate in the Best Brands program (Silver or Elite) with more than one wholesaler? 

 No, Associates can only be on the Best Brands program with one wholesaler. 
Can an Associate switch wholesalers if they are a part of the Silver or Elite program? 

 If an Associate wants to switch wholesalers, they must make a request in writing to Kimberly-Clark for review 
and is subject for approval.  

Do Best Brands customers have access to third-party contracts? 

 Access to third-party contracts will be on an exception basis only, is only available for Best Brands Elite 
customers, and will require KC approval.  

Can we use pricing from the Silver platform for adding codes to customers on the Elite platform? 

 Yes, if the Silver platform prices work you can use those price points on anything above them for an Elite 
customer without having to attain any ‘meet-comp’ documentation. The local KCP representative still needs to 
verify the competitive situation. 

Can Best Brands Program pricing be used to target existing KCP end-user business?  

 No, the Associate is not allowed to go after existing KCP end-user business.  
Can Best Brands Program pricing be used to target Bid business?  

 Discuss with your KCP rep for specific bid guidelines.  
Who can access KCP Advantage Rewards? 

 KCP Advantage Rewards is available to both Best Brands Silver & Best Brands Elite customers. 
o Best Brands Silver will have access to computer-based training opportunities. 
o Best Brands Elite will have access to training and reward/earning opportunities. 

Can an Associate or Wholesaler add a product to the Best Brands Silver contract? 

 No, but the Silver contract is reviewed periodically by KC for product additions, based on channel suggestions.  



 
 

Is there a dispenser promotion available to Best Brands? 

 Yes. If the dispenser is not on the current promotion, please use the Everyday List Price, or work through the 
Dispenser Exception Process. 


